Welcome to your new Enquirer.
Let us reintroduce ourselves.

hello.
Annette LaCross, deputy local editor. I direct The Enquirer’s K-12 coverage as well as news from Cincinnati’s neighborhoods and suburbs. alacross@enquirer.com

Denise Amos. I report on what is happening in schools, how education dollars are being spent and how well students are educated. damos@enquirer.com, Twitter @damosenquirer

Jennifer Baker. I am up at 4 a.m., covering breaking news, traffic and weather so you can plan your day. jbaker@enquirer.com, Twitter @bakerohio

Lisa Bernard-Kuhn. I cover the health care industry and policies, and how they affect you and your family. lbernard@enquirer.com, Twitter @bernardkuhn

Jessica Brown. I cover the stories and issues that matter in the Cincinnati Public Schools and in Greater Cincinnati’s charter schools. jbrown@enquirer.com, Twitter @brownCincy

Sherry Coolidge. I’m your Hamilton County watchdog. I tell you what elected officials are doing and how they spend tax dollars. scoolidge@enquirer.com, Twitter @SharonCoolidge

Mark Curnutte. I write about determined people trying to make a better life in the urban core. mcurnutte@enquirer.com, Twitter @MarkCurnutte

John Faherty. I will write about absolutely anything as long as it’s interesting. jfaherty@enquirer.com

Paul Kostyu. I cover state politics. pkostyu@enquirer.com, Twitter @PaulIKostyu or the Politics Extra blog

Jo Kovach, specialty publications editor. I produce special sections and community event guides for The Enquirer and The Community Press/Recorder. jkovach@enquirer.com

Randy Mazzola, data visualist. Numbers tell a story. It’s my job to share that story with you. rmazzola@enquirer.com

Janice Morse. Name any topic—I’ve covered it. From arson and alpacas to YMCAs and zoning, I strive to convey that story with you. jmorse@enquirer.com, Twitter @JaniceMorse

Mike Nyerges, graphic artist. I help make sense of complicated stories for you using graphics and visuals. mnyerges@enquirer.com, Twitter @NyergesMike

Cliff Peale. I write about higher education and its impacts in our region. cpeale@enquirer.com, Twitter @cliffpeale

Kimball Perry. I cover the administration of justice and work to ensure that courts do business in the open. kperry@enquirer.com, Twitter @kimballperry

Jane Prendergast. I cover the city of Cincinnati – its people, neighborhoods, politicians. jprendergast@enquirer.com, Twitter @janePrendergast

Cliff Radel. I tell stories about my hometown that provoke, entertain, enlighten, inform and inspire readers about what makes Cincinnati tick. cladel@enquirer.com, Twitter @cliffradel

Carrie Blackmore Smith. I cover the West Side of Cincinnati, western Hamilton County and public safety agencies including the Cincinnati Police Department. cwhitaker@enquirer.com, Twitter @CarrieSmithEnq

Carl Weiser, assistant local news editor. I oversee the team that watches your tax dollars and your governments— and tells what your governments don’t want you to know. cweiser@enquirer.com, Twitter @cweiser

Mark Wert, data and investigations editor. My reporters and I follow tips, then scour documents, records and databases to ferret out impactful stories on any topic. mwert@enquirer.com, Twitter @mwert

Rebecca Wessels. I am a Cincinnati native who uncovers little-known facts, stories and photos that document our history. rwessels@enquirer.com, Twitter @RetroCincy

**LOCAL NEWS**

Check out the new Enquirer and tell us what you think – online at Cincinnati.com/NewEnquirerFeedback or by phone at 513-721-2700.

**HOW TO REACH US**

Newspaper

Ohio: 513-768-8600
Kentucky: 859-578-5555

Sponsored news, photos and events

Web: local.cincinnati.com/share/
Main Switchboard

513-721-2700

Subscriptions and billing

Customer Service

(800) 876-4500, M-F: 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Saturday: Closed
customerservice@enquirer.com
Facebook: com/AskTheEnquirer
Twitter: @AskTheEnquirer

Classified advertising

513-421-6300
Place a classified ad:
Cincinnati.com/Classifieds
Place a legal ad: legalads@enquirer.com
Classified questions:
sellyourstuff@enquirer.com

Online advertising

513-768-9432
Retail advertising

513-768-8220
Paid death notices

513-768-8400
Main Office
The Enquirer/Cincinnati.Com
BUTLER/ WARREN

Bill Cieslewicz, assistant local editor. I work with reporters who deliver impactful stories on issues that affect residents in fast-growing Butler and Warren counties. bcieslewicz@enquirer.com

Michael Clark. I watch out for the interests of families, students and residents in Butler and Warren county schools. mclark@enquirer.com, Twitter @MichaelDClark1

Jamie Doan, Your Hometown Enquirer. I gather local news about your community and schools. jdoan@enquirer.com

John Johnston. I cover eastern Hamilton County communities, Clermont County and the Cincinnati Zoo, and write about local history. johnston@enquirer.com, Twitter @john_johnston

Adam Kiefaber. I manage WestChesterBuzz.com to give you trusted information about West Chester and Liberty Township. akiefaber@westchesterbuzz.com, Twitter @adamkiefaber

Paul McKibben. I cover Warren County, including local government, breaking news, police, courts and fun places such as Kings Island and The Beach. pmckibben@enquirer.com, Twitter @PaulMcKibbenNews

Sheila McLaughlin. I cover all things Butler County from breaking news, development and government, to courts, crime and watchdog stories. smclaughlin@enquirer.com, Twitter @Sheilaintheneews

Rachel Richardson. I write about Mason and Deerfield news at www.masonbuzz.com. rrichardson@masonbuzz.com, Twitter @mason_buzz

KENTUCKY

Steve Wilson, Kentucky editor. I work to provide news you can trust that hits close to home. swilson@nky.com

Vickie Ashwill, assistant Kentucky editor. I direct the Kentucky team’s coverage and help get the news to you digitally and in print. vashwill@enquirer.com, Twitter @vickieashwill

Bill Croyle. I report on the education interests of the more than 70,000 Northern Kentucky students, their families and communities. wcroyle@nky.com, Twitter @tdemio

Terry DeMio. I tell stories about Northern Kentucky and the human side of issues affecting their lives. tdemio@nky.com, Twitter @tdemio

Jim Hannah. I examine the fairness of the criminal justice system in Northern Kentucky and tell stories of victims and crimes. jhannah@nky.com, Twitter @JimHannah, Facebook.com/jim.hannah.90

Mark Hansel. I write stories that impact the lives of residents and business owners in Boone County and other Northern Kentucky communities. mhansel@nky.com, Twitter @hanselmark

Brenna Kelly. I cover breaking news from car wrecks to fires and crime in Northern Kentucky, giving you information to keep your family safe. bkelly@nky.com, Twitter @BrennaKelly

Cindy Schroeder. I examine how government in Kenton County affects your life, as well as people, places and history of our county. cschroeder@nky.com

Mary Lu Strange. I write about your neighborhoods as well as obituaries to honor your loved ones. mstrange@nky.com

Amanda Van Benschoten. I am an Enquirer columnist offering a deeper perspective on stories that are important in Northern Kentucky. avanbenschoten@nky.com, Twitter @avbnky

Scott Wartman. I cover how Congress and the General Assembly impact you. swartman@nky.com, blog at cincinnati.com/blogs/nkypolitics

EDITORIAL PAGE

David Holthaus, editorial page editor. I lead The Enquirer’s opinion coverage. dholthaus@enquirer.com, Twitter @dgholthaus, Facebook.com/Opinionati

Krista Ramsey. I give voice to people whose stories matter but are seldom told. kramsey@enquirer.com, Facebook.com/krista.ramsey

Julie Zimmerman. I do in-depth reporting that examines issues in our community, provokes dialogue and finds solutions. jzimmerman@enquirer.com, Twitter @jayzeecincy
Nancy Daly, senior editor. I direct coverage for the Northern Kentucky county newspapers of the Community Recorder. ndaly@nky.com, Twitter @Nancy_Daly

Marc Emral, senior editor. I direct the news coverage for the West Side newspapers of Community Press. memral@communitypress.com

Theresa Herron, editor. I direct news coverage that impacts our lives in Clermont County. therron@communitypress.com

Melanie Laughman, senior editor, sports. I direct sports content in Hamilton, Clermont, Boone, Campbell and Kenton counties. mlaughman@communitypress.com, Twitter, @PressPrepsMel, Facebook.com/sportseditor

Richard Maloney, editor. I edit the Tri-County Press, Suburban Life, Northeast Suburban Life and Loveland Herald. rmaloney@communitypress.com

Michelle Shaw, editor, Campbell County Recorder, Campbell Community Recorder, Fort Thomas Recorder, Alexandria Recorder and South Kenton Recorder. mshaw@nky.com

Eric Spangler, editor. I direct coverage in Anderson, Mount Washington, Newtown, Indian Hill and other East Side communities. espangler@communitypress.com

Kurt Bachscheider. I write about people, news and events on the West Side. kbachscheider@communitypress.com

Bonnie Beasley. I help answer questions about the Community Press in Eastern Hamilton County and Clermont County. bbeasley@communitypress.com

Monica Boylson. I cover news in Delhi Township and Hilltop Press. mboylson@communitypress.com, Twitter @boylsonreports

Amy Chasco. I am help answer questions about Community Press in western Hamilton County. achasco@communitypress.com

Nick Dudukovich. I am a high school sports writer covering many northwestern and eastern Hamilton County schools. ndudukovich@communitypress.com, Twitter @TheCincyNick, Facebook.com/presspreps

Leah Fightmaster. I cover Deer Park city and schools, Evendale, Madeira schools, Sycamore and Symmes townships. Ifightmaster@communitypress.com, @LCFightmaster

Jason Hoffman. I cover what’s going on in Blue Ash, Loveland, Madeira and Montgomery as well as Loveland and Sycamore schools. jhoffman@communitypress.com

Jeanne Houck. I cover Indian Hill, Newtown, Columbia Township and Clermont County. jhouck@communitypress.com, Twitter @jeannehouck

Amanda Joering. I cover Newport, Bellevue, Fort Thomas and Highland Heights. ajoering@nky.com

Jennie Key, editor. I tell your stories and give you the information you need in Colerain Township and Forest Park. jkey@communitypress.com

Chris Mayhew. I cover Alexandria, Cold Spring and Campbell County government. cmayhew@nky.com, Twitter @reportermayhew

Kelly McBride. I cover Glendale, Sharonville, Springdale and Wyoming and Princeton and Wyoming schools. kmcbride@communitypress.com

Andrea Reeves. I am an editorial assistant for The Community Press, located in eastern Cincinnati. areeves@communitypress.com

Stephanie Salmons. I cover Union, Hebron, Burlington and the rest of unincorporated ssalmons@nky.com, Twitter @SSalmonsNKY

Forrest Sellers. I am a reporter for The Community Press. fsellers@communitypress.com, Twitter @fsellerpress

Tom Skeen. I cover high school sports in eastern Hamilton and Clermont counties. tskeen@communitypress.com, Twitter @PressPrepsTom, Facebook.com/presspreps

Scott Springer. I am a reporter high school sports, including many northeastern/eastern Hamilton County and parts of Clermont County. spspringer@communitypress.com, Twitter @cpscottspringer, Facebook.com/presspreps

Melissa Stewart. I cover the communities of Florence and Walton, and Boone County Schools. mstewart@nky.com, Twitter @MStewartReports

Roxanna Swift. My goal is to keep you informed about Clermont County. rswift@communitypress.com

Lisa Wakeland. I cover Anderson Township, Mariemont, Terrace Park, Mount Lookout, Columbia Tusculum and Mariemont schools. lwakeland@communitypress.com, Twitter @lissawakeland

James Weber. I cover Northern Kentucky sports. jweber@nky.com, Twitter @RecorderWeber, Facebook.com/presspreps
SPORTS

Angel Rodriguez, sports editor. I help tell stories that go beyond the box scores and Xs and Os. arodriguez@enquirer.com

Nick Hurm. I strive to serve a good conversation to sports fans around the area. Let’s talk. nhurm@enquirer.com, Twitter @nhurmnofool

Paul Daugherty. I provoke honestly, while always having the backs of the fans. You won’t always agree, but you will want to read what’s on my mind. pdaugherty@enquirer.com

Mike Dyer. I am the Enquirer high school sports editor. mdyer@enquirer.com, Twitter at @MikeDyer.

John Erardi. I seek the stories that might make you laugh, think or cry. jerardi@enquirer.com, Twitter @johnera

John Fay. I cover Reds baseball – the news, games and personalities. jfay@enquirer.com, Twitter @johnfayman

Tom Groeschen. I help cover the University of Cincinnati. tgroeschen@enquirer.com, Twitter @TomGroeschen

Kevin Kelly. I write about Ohio preps – who wins and who loses, but also who plays the games. kkelly@enquirer.com, Twitter @kkelkenk

Bill Koch. I cover University of Cincinnati baseball – the news, games and personalities. bkoch@enquirer.com

Joe Reedy. I report on and analyze the Bengals and NFL at jreedy@enquirer.com, Twitter @joeready, Facebook.com/enquirerbengalshub

C. Trent Rosecrans. I cover the Reds and Major League Baseball for Enquirer Media. ctrosecrans@enquirer.com, Twitter @ctrent

Shannon Russell. From Xavier basketball to the Western and Southern Open, I tell the sports stories behind the games. srussell@enquirer, Twitter @slrussell

LIFE & ENTERTAINMENT

Julie Engbrecht, features editor. I work with the arts and lifestyle reporters to showcase our arts community while introducing you to interesting people and trends in food, health and home. jengebrecht@enquirer.com

Tasha Stewart, entertainment editor. I spotlight all things entertainment, from new restaurants to events you should mark on your calendar. tstewart@cincinnati.com, Twitter @QueenScene

Jon Berndt. I keep track of music, movies and other things to do around town. jberndt@enquirer.com

Polly Campbell. I help readers find good things to eat in Greater Cincinnati, and tell the stories of the people who feed us. pcampbell@enquirer.com

Brent Coleman. I report on ways to improve how you feel and where you live. bcoleman@enquirer.com

Jackie Demaline. I tell you about the theater you want to see and the real people in front of and behind the curtain. jdemaline@enquirer.com

Janelle Gelfand. I cover the performing and visual arts with a focus on the local classical music scene. jgelfand@enquirer.com, Twitter @janellesnotes

John Kiesewetter. I write about TV/radio/media. jkiesewetter@enquirer, Twitter @TVKiese

Shauna Steigerwald. I write about local events, entertainment, and new places around town. ssteigerwald@enquirer.com, Twitter @newintowncincy

BUSINESS

Lee Ann Hamilton, Business editor. I direct coverage of local business news and how it shapes us as a region. lhamilton@enquirer.com, Twitter @leeannhamilton

Cindi Andrews. I am your go-to source for commercial and residential real estate news. candrews@enquirer.com, Twitter @cindicincy

Alex Coolidge. I cover the region’s largest corporations and the marketing industry. acoolidge@enquirer.com, Twitter @alexcoolidge

Dan Horn. I write about jobs and the economy and what’s driving or stalling the region’s growth. dhorn@enquirer.com, Twitter @DanHorn8619

Josh Pichler. I will give you a new perspective on local executives and the region’s entrepreneurs – and why both matter to you. jpichler@enquirer.com, Twitter @joshpichler

Bowdeya Tweh. I cover breaking business and local news in the Greater Cincinnati region. btweh@enquirer.com, Twitter @BowdeyaTweh

Jason Williams. I cover economic development and transportation in the region. jwilliams@enquirer.com, Twitter @williamscincy
PHOTOJOURNALISTS

Carrie Cochran. As a visual journalist for my hometown paper, I meet interesting people and tell stories of hardship and triumph. ccochran@enquirer.com, Twitter @carriechochran

Amanda Davidson. I am a photojournalist and multimedia producer visually documenting life and events in my hometown. adavidson@enquirer.com, Twitter @ADavidson02

Liz Dufour. I want to capture your personality and tell your story visually. lidufour@enquirer.com

Joseph Fuqua II. As a photographer and videographer, I seek interesting stories and ideas. jfuqua@enquirer.com

Glenn Hartong. I work to capture the moments that take you inside the story. ghartong@enquirer.com

Tony Jones. I capture moments in time around our community to share to entertain and enlighten you. tjohnes@enquirer.com

Jennifer Koehler, assistant photo editor. Your hometown Enquirer photo editor and historical photo guru. jkoehler@enquirer.com

Gary Landers. My job is to show you the world in a different light. glanders@enquirer.com

Cara Owlsley. I help tell stories visually whether it’s news, sports or features. cowlsley, Twitter @cara Owlsley23, Instagram @owlsleyphoto

Pat Reddy. I am a photographer and multimedia producer covering news in Boone, Campbell and Kenton counties. preddy@enquirer.com, Twitter @patickeleyndy

Jeff Swincer. I cover stories large and small including the Reds, Bengals and our local high schools and colleges. jswincer@enquirer.com, Twitter @jswincerancin

Leigh Taylor. I tell stories by capturing everyday moments in time. ltaylor@enquirer.com

COPY EDITORS

The journalists on the news desk edit stories for style, grammar and length, write headlines and captions, and help decide how stories are played in the paper.

Karen Bells, night news editor. kbells@enquirer.com

Aaron Flieker, night sports editor. aflieker@enquirer.com

Michael Ball, mball@enquirer.com

Jim Calhoun, jcalhoun@enquirer.com

Paul Clark, pclark@enquirer.com

Tom Consolo, tconsolo@enquirer.com

Phil Fisher, pfisher@enquirer.com

Brandon Hoelie, bhoelie@enquirer.com

Dave Niinemets, dniinemets@enquirer.com

Adam Baum, abbaum@enquirer.com

Marcus Boyd, mboyd@enquirer.com

Kyle Brown, kbrown@enquirer.com

John Seney, jseney@enquirer.com

Lyndsay Sutton, lsutton@enquirer.com

Scott Winfield, swinfield@enquirer.com

DIGITAL CONTENT & DEVELOPMENT

The journalists on the digital desk work with and create stories and photos for mobile, tablet, desktop and our apps. Our developers work to build (and improve) our digital delivery products.

Meghan Wesley, homepage manager. mwesley@enquirer.com

Tom Auel, tauel@enquirer.com

Ross Bertsch, rbertsch@enquirer.com

Alex Blumer, ablumer@enquirer.com

Dave Burke, dburke@enquirer.com

Dave Clark, dclark@enquirer.com

Andy Crain, acrain@enquirer.com

Justin Duke, jbduke@enquirer.com

Jordan Kellogg, jkellogg@enquirer.com

Yvette Ogresovich, yogresovich@enquirer.com

Stephanie Pross, spross@enquirer.com

Kim Manning, kmanning@enquirer.com

Craig Schultz, cschultz@enquirer.com

Rasputin Todd, I am responsible for keeping our calendar (www.cincinnati.com/calendar) filled with things to do from big concerts to little plant sales. rtodd@enquirer.com

Cheryl Vars, cvars@enquirer.com

Eader S. Waddington II, ewaddington@enquirer.com

ENQUIRER ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT

Robin Buchanan, rbuchanan@enquirer.com

Lisa Gillespie, lgillespie@enquirer.com

Jeff Suss, jsuss@enquirer.com. I am the Enquirer librarian and write about local history: me at jsuss@enquirer.com

Luann Gibbs, lgibbs@enquirer.com
Hello!

We are excited to welcome you to our new Enquirer. This feels like a housewarming party after a couple of years of planning and building a new home.

The journalists you have read for years are here. Paul Daugherty and Polly Campbell. Sherry Coolidge and Josh Pichler. John Fay and Joe Reedy. John Erardi and Krista Ramsey. They are all here. Some new members of the family are doing fantastic, smart work – people like Cindi Andrews on the family and Paul Daugherty on economic development and real estate development news, Julie Zimmerman on editorials, Jason Williams on economic development and transportation. And we just welcomed C. Trent Rosecrans, who will partner with John Fay to cover the Reds.

Zimmerman on editorials, Jason Williams on commercial real-estate development news, Julie Zimmerman on editorials, Jason Williams on economic development and transportation. And we just welcomed C. Trent Rosecrans, who will partner with John Fay to cover the Reds.

I’ve named a few people, but the new Enquirer and Cincinnati.com are what they are because of this great, big team. This section will help you put faces to names. Keep this guide to the more than 150 journalists who attend your events, watchdog your governments, tell stories in words, photos, videos, informational and interactive graphics, and choose among the dozens and dozens of stories every day the most important and interesting ones for your front page, alerts and tweets. This is a guide to what we do and how to contact each of us. We hope you will connect if you don’t already. We care about what you want.

These journalists are the most important. Their work is the product you pay for, whether it appears in print or digital. But I hope you like the arrangement of this new newspaper. As you hold this in your hands, see how stories contain to one page or just two facing pages; you’re not jumping back and forth to read what you want. See the dynamic play of photographs that give the story greater impact. See the new colorful weather page. See the pages for a quick read – In Brief – on Nation and the Region. See the full-color comics every day. Later this week, I think you’ll enjoy bright, fun sections for Health, Food, Weekend and Home and the TV book in its new convenient shape.

We want to know what you think so we can keep making it better. Please give us your thoughts – what you like so we know to keep doing it, and what you want – at Cincinnati.com/NewEnquirer feedback.

Welcome to our new space.

Carolyn Washburn, editor and vice president of The Enquirer.

Contact her at editor@enquirer.com

YOUR NEW ENQUIRER IS DEEPER THAN ANY LOCAL NEWS SOURCE.

Our more than 150 local journalists consistently cover more than 90 communities, P&G and Kroger, residential and commercial real-estate development, education across seven counties, public safety, orchestras and art museums, Music Hall and Museum Center, Reds and Bengals, and so much more.

News In Brief: A package of briefs for this region, the nation and world, business and sports, found in each of these sections. It will give you lots of information in a quick summary.

Nation and World In Depth: We will dedicate specific pages to showcase in-depth nation and world stories.

Enquirer In Depth: We dive into the data, the public records, the reasons behind the news to provide insight and the information you need to take action, such as our Protect Your Vote coverage.

Enquirer Exclusive: Our professional journalists get surprising, imperative stories that provide public accountability and more, such as our exclusive story on how much revenue will come from the city’s parking plan.

Buy a subscription and you’ll receive our new Enquirer at your home each day or weekend. But there is more.

Your subscription buys you full access to Cincinnati.com for continuous news updates, photo galleries, videos, live streaming and more. You can also access us on your mobile or other digital device. It’s content at your fingertips 24/7.

FULLY USE YOUR SUBSCRIPTION Here’s what you get on any device:

» Dozens of news updates throughout the day
» Photo galleries
» Live chats with newsmakers
» Searchable databases and documents from our reporting
» All of our experts’ blogs: Paul Daugherty on sports, John Fay on the Reds, Polly Campbell on food, Mike Dyer on high-school recruiting, Shauna Steigerwald on what’s New in Town and more.

GO MOBILE! On your smartphone: Visit m.Cincinnati.com or m.NKY.com. Click on the “Current subscriber? Get access” link and follow the steps.
On your iPad and tablet device: Visit tablet.Cincinnati.com or tablet.NKY.com. Click on the “Current subscriber? Get access” link and follow the steps.
On the iPhone and Android: In the App Store or Play Store, search for Cincinnati.com. Download the app and click on the “Current subscriber? Get access” link and follow the steps.

SHARE YOUR DIGITAL ACCESS Each subscription includes two logins, so you can share your digital access with a friend or family member. Plus, up to five devices can be active simultaneously on each login. Click the “Share Access” link to send an invitation. If you don’t want to use the digital part of your subscription, you can also share it with someone. Give him or her your ZIP code and phone number and send him or her to the “Activate” button at the top of Cincinnati.com or NKY.com. He or she won’t have access to any of your account information.

HELPFUL GUIDEPOSTS IN PRINT We’ve added icons to our newspaper stories to help identify additional content on digital platforms that enhances your print experience. From chats and blogs to videos and photo galleries, it’s content when and how you want it beyond what’s possible in print.
When all the news is good...

It’s a completely Good News section, found weekly in Sunday’s edition. Our new section highlights the content we’ve been giving you all along, plus features on people and events. This section supports kids, families and businesses who do good things across Greater Cincinnati.

What you’ll find on the Good News pages:

» New In Town has found a home in this section. Shauna Steigerwald will continue to report on restaurants and businesses that are opening, moving or changing. Send her openings in your neighborhood at steigerwald@enquirer.com and read her blog at Cincinnati.com/Blogs/NewInTown.

» Good Neighbors and Good Deeds continue to list the things that individuals and businesses are doing to make our community a better place to live. Offer up the events where you can do good!

» Got good news? Send it to goodneighbor@enquirer.com. Include your name, town, telephone and email.

CARA OWSLEY

“I view my work as a celebration of the full range of human emotion. It’s my responsibility and privilege to tell people’s stories in a visual way. I have to capture moments when people are at their best and at their worst — and at the same time, be respectful of the person I am photographing and not just the image I am creating. I always strive to capture images that will make you laugh, cry or think.”

cowxley@enquirer, Twitter @caraphoto83, Instagram @cowxleyphoto, Facebook @ Cara Owsley photojournalist.
“My staff’s responsibilities include: knowing the community intimately, sharing tragedy and triumph, and – with greater depth and fervor than anyone else – watching out for your interests. It’s a privilege.”

MARK CURNUTTE

“As The Enquirer’s minority affairs and social justice reporter, I’m listening to anyone who’s marginalized – the same way my Enquirer reporter colleagues listen to corporate leaders, politicians and those who run the city’s big-time sports teams and arts organizations. I don’t give a voice to anyone. The people I cover in the urban core have their own strong voices. I just go there and listen the best I can.” mcurnutte@enquirer.com, Twitter @MarkCurnutte

RANDY ESSEX, SENIOR EDITOR/LOCAL NEWS
Cincinnati Enquirer/Kentucky Enquirer, reesex@enquirer.com, Twitter @RandyEssex | 513-768-8337
KRISTA RAMSEY

“I try to call on all of us to be our better selves. To give us a vision of who – on our best day – we can be. Cincinnatians get it. They’re not bystanders. When they see a need, they step up to help, again and again and again. It’s what I love most about them. From bags of reader mail and impromptu grocery store chats to Twitter and Facebook posts, readers are right there with me developing each story. That tells me I’m exactly where I’m meant to be.”

kramsey@enquirer.com, facebook.com/krista.ramsey.52

SHARON COOLIDGE

“As the Enquirer’s Watchdog reporter I keep an eye on what your elected officials are doing and keep track of how they spend your tax dollars. Hamilton County is my home and I love it. I want people to know what’s going on so they can voice their opinion before something happens – not after when it’s too late to do anything about it.”

scoolidge@enquirer.com
Twitter @SharonCoolidge
BUSINESS IS OUR FOUNDATION
It drives us forward and it can affect all of our lives. So we cover the big companies and the innovators, and gain exclusive access to executives and entrepreneurs who are driving change. For you.

BREAKING BUSINESS NEWS
Follow @enqbusiness on Twitter for breaking news and a behind-the-scenes look at stories as they happen.
Sign up for our daily e-newsletter and email alerts to know when business news happens. Just activate your full-access subscription by going to Cincinnati.com and look for the business newsletter in your profile settings.

INSIGHT FROM THE PROS
We think you’ll also enjoy our full range of blogs by insightful writers from across the region. Among offerings updated regularly: Developing Now for commercial development news; Business People for local promotions, new hires and milestones; Image Rules for professional style and etiquette; and Charitable Words for nonprofit inspiration.

We have a team of journalists covering business news for you. Among the topics we cover:

Alexander Coolidge: Procter & Gamble, Kroger, Macy’s, the region’s marketing and branding businesses, casinos.
Dan Horn: Jobs, retirement and the local economy; banking and business development.
Josh Pichler: Innovation, entrepreneurship and leadership, Cincinnati Bell.
Bowdeya Tweh: Breaking business news, AK Steel.

“Forum is The Enquirer’s gathering space where opinions, ideas, debate and conversation about what matters in our community takes place.”

JOSH PICHLER
“I’ve found that if you’re curious about people’s businesses and why they’ve made the decisions they did, they’ll talk to you. I’m very interested in how people handle their job and time, how they set strategy, how they position their employees to do great work.”
jpichler@enquirer.com, Twitter @joshpichler

BUSINESS IS OUR FOUNDATION
“We cover local business and the way it shapes our region – from jobs to housing, real estate to banking, transportation to innovation. Our first question is: “Are business decisions strengthening our mutual good fortunes in this place we call home?”

LEE ANN HAMILTON
Business editor, lhamilt@enquirer.com, Twitter @enqbusiness

CHANGES IN STORE FOR SUNDAY FORUM
Sunday Forum will be the place for ideas – ours and yours – and conversation. Our goal is to bring new ideas to the table and challenge the community. Expect smart reporting and ideas, national columnists, experts in our community who can bring perspective to many of the biggest issues of our times, and perspectives of your neighbors who are experiencing these issues firsthand.

IDEAS IN ACTION
Readers told us they were hungry for leadership – hungry for ideas, but also hungry for action, not just talk and plans. We have found a lot of leaders in this region; they just don’t necessarily have big titles. This is the place these leaders tell their stories, about the personal actions they have taken in the spirit of big ideas.

OUR OPINION
We strive to provide thoughtful comment based on examination of all sides. We will hold institutions accountable and are a bit of a community conscience.

OFFER YOUR VOICE, YOUR VIEW
Write a letter to the editor to share your opinion on the topics you care about. It’s as easy as sending an email to letters@enquirer.com. Want to share a longer perspective? Contribute to our guest columns. We want to hear about your experiences and share your expertise. Send your column of 300 words or fewer, with a photo and a sentence about yourself to letters@enquirer.com. To comment online: Cincinnati.com/Blogs/Letters.
“Every day, people in Greater Cincinnati ask: What's to eat? My job is to help answer that question, whether it's reviewing the newest trendy restaurant, finding a hidden gem, or bringing new appreciation to the rich traditions of Cincinnati food. There are so many choices to make, and I hope I'm a trusted adviser to readers contemplating them all.”

pcampbell@enquirer.com, Twitter @BeingPolly

We know how valuable your personal time is, and we give you the information you need to spend that time well. Whether you’re an arts and music lover, or want to hit a local club with the latest local band, we know the dates and places, as well as the behind-the-scenes stories. Love to decorate or cook? Or, for that matter, eat out? Turn to our section to find out the latest trends, learn about cool restaurants or peek inside someone's house.

Plus, lists, lists, lists. Things to do, places to go, classes, workshops, shows, shopping events, movies, festivals. If you want to go there, we'll help you get there.

“The arts and lifestyle team is exploring our rich and lively community to bring you stories and information that will inspire, delight and serve you.”

JULIE ENGEBRECHT
arts & lifestyle editor,jengebrecht@enquirer.com

Outside of work, there is life

FOOD
We help you find good things to eat in Greater Cincinnati, whether you are cooking at home or eating out, and we tell you the stories of the people who feed us. Join Polly Campbell and our features writers on this culinary adventure.

HEALTH
Brent Coleman and the features crew help you find ways to improve the way you feel.

WEEKEND
There’s always plenty to do. We help you plan out your weekend fun, from plays, comedy clubs and music acts, to movies, exhibits and festivals.

HOME
We take you inside cool homes and share ideas to improve your living spaces (inside and out) and helpful hints for DIY projects.

A&E
The region’s arts scene is thriving, and Janelle Gelfand, Jackie Dema-line, John Kiesewetter and The Enquirer features team tell you about theater, visual arts, perfor-mances and the people behind (and in front of) the production.
SPORTS

“Enquirer sports page readers want more than just the score. They want the story behind the box scores and X’s and O’s and they want us to match their passions in the teams they follow and the players they cheer for. It’s my job to make sure that happens.”

ANGEL RODRIGUEZ
Sports editor, arodriguez@enquirer.com, 513-768-8437

SPORTS: BIG AND SMALL

Sports is about love of the game, passion. And Cincinnati is the right place to be for any fan. Whether you follow the Reds or the Bengals, keep up with the tennis pros, or give your all for your high-school team, we have top journalists bringing the hottest news and the inside story back to you.

Professional sports: We don’t just tell you about the big play, we tell you why it matters. John Fay, Joe Reedy, John Erardi and The Enquirer’s sports team tells you about the game-changers and play-makers that matter most. And, if reading about the games isn’t enough to raise your blood pressure, Paul Daugherty’s colorful commentary is sure to push a few buttons.

High school sports: High school sports are your passion, and they’re ours, too. We deliver scores and more every weekend from 150 schools on both sides of the river. Mike Dyer and his team cover the high-school sports you care about, from swimming and track to basketball and baseball.

College ball: Do you bleed Bearcat red or Xavier blue? Bill Koch, Shannon Russell and company have the details on every play.

JOHN FAY

“Want Reds news fast from the guy with the most access? I’m your guy. I understand your passion. I feel your excitement when they win, and understand your frustration when they don’t. I’ve covered the Reds for more than 12 years, so I have access other reporters don’t – from the front office to the managers and players. I give you the inside story you can’t get anywhere else.”

jfay@enquirer.com, Twitter @johnfayman, Cincinnati.com/Blogs/Reds/

SPORTS

Paul Daugherty
I provoke honestly, while having the backs of the fans. You won’t always agree, but you will want to read what’s on my mind.
pdaugherty @enquirer.com, Twitter @enquirerdoc.

Joe Reedy
I report on and analyze the Bengals and NFL. jreedy@enquirer.com, Twitter @jreedy, Facebook.com/enquirerbengalshub.

Mike Dyer
I am the Enquirer high school sports editor. mdyer@enquirer.com, Twitter at @Mike-Dyer.

C. Trent Rosecrans
I cover the Reds and major league baseball. crosecrans @enquirer.com, Twitter @ctrent.
Enquirer Media’s 150 journalists – reporters, photographers, editors, producers, artists and designers – work to provide you with immediate, imperative and important local news, sports and features. Meet our team:

**OUR EDITORS**

**Carolyn Washburn**, editor and vice president. I am serious about my responsibility: serving as editor of my hometown news organization. cwashburn@enquirer.com, Twitter @CarolynWashburn

**Laura Trujillo**, managing editor/digital. I am responsible for making sure stories are told right on the desktop, tablet and mobile. ltrujillo@enquirer.com, Twitter @lauraftrujillo

**Randy Essex**, senior editor. I’m committed to ensuring that our journalism watches out for your interests and reflects the passions of the community. ressex@enquirer.com, Twitter @Randy Essex

**Brian Butts**, director, digital strategy and development. I am a digital strategist. I analyze trends and develop new digital products to serve you. brian@cincinnati.com, Twitter @brianbutts

**Joe Powell**, director of print products. My job is to make sure The Enquirer you hold in your hand is complete, compelling and on time. jpowell@enquirer.com

**Michael McCarter**, director of visuals. It’s my job to make sure that the community is accurately represented through informative visual journalism. mmccarter@enquirer.com